Machine learning can accelerate materials discovery by accurately predicting materials properties with low computational cost. However, the model inputs remain a key stumbling block: current methods typically use hand-engineered descriptors constructed from knowledge of either the full crystal structure -applicable only to materials with experimentally measured structures as crystal structure prediction is computationally expensive -or the stoichiometry. We develop a machine learning approach that takes only the stoichiometry as input and automatically learns appropriate and systematically improvable descriptors from data. Our key insight is to treat the stoichiometric formula as a dense weighted graph between elements. Compared to the state of the art, our approach achieves lower error on a plethora of challenging material properties. Moreover, our model can estimate its own uncertainty as well as transfer its learnt representation, extracting useful information from a cognate data-abundant task to deploy on a data-poor task.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of new materials is key to making technologies cheaper, more functional, and more sustainable. However, the vastness of material space renders materials discovery via exhaustive experimentation infeasible. To address this shortcoming significant effort has been directed towards high-throughput ab initio simulations [1] [2] [3] . However, there are important material properties that either have no satisfactory theory (e.g. the critical temperature of high-temperature superconductors) or are extremely expensive to predict computationally (e.g. electron-phonon coupling). Moreover, even for computationally tractable properties, ab initio simulations require atomic coordinates as input. These are accessible only for materials that have already been synthesised and characterised -only O(10 5 ) crystal structures have been published [4] , constituting a very limited region of materials space. Going beyond known materials, calculating the properties of novel compounds requires one to first predict its likely crystal structure. For high-throughput workflows this is a prohibitive computational bottleneck.
Machine learning provides a toolbox through which we can construct accurate and computationally cheap statistical models using past experimental and ab inito data to predict the properties of previously unseen materials. Such models can then be used to accelerate materials discovery workflows. However, a key stumbling block to widespread application remains in defining suitable model inputs -so-called "descriptors". So far most applications of machine learning within material science have used descriptors based on knowledge of the crystal structure [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The resulting models are therefore limited by the same structure bottleneck as high-throughput ab initio approaches.
To circumvent the structure bottleneck, it is necessary to develop descriptors from stoichiometry alone. In materials screening workflows structure-free descriptors can empower desirable and computationally cheap * Correspondence email address: aal44@cam.ac.uk pre-processing models that assess whether a material is plausible for a target application before undertaking more expensive calculations or experiments. Focusing on materials with a small and fixed number of elements, pioneering works [12] [13] [14] construct descriptors by exhaustively searching through analytical expressions comprising combinations of atomic descriptors. However, the computational complexity of this approach scales exponentially with the number of constituting elements and is not applicable to data sets containing materials with different number of elements. To address this shortcoming general-purpose descriptors, hand-curated from the weighted averages of chosen atomic properties for the elements in a material, have been proposed [15] [16] [17] . However, the power of these descriptors is circumscribed by the intuitions behind their construction.
In this paper, we develop a novel machine learning framework that learns the stoichiometry-to-descriptor map directly from data. Our key insight is to reformulate the stoichiometric formula of a material as a dense weighted graph between its elements. A messagepassing neural network is then deployed to directly learn problem-specific material descriptors. The advantage of our approach is that the descriptor is systematically improvable as more data becomes available. We show that our model achieves higher accuracy than handcrafted descriptors in a variety of challenging prediction tasks. The learnt descriptors are transferable, allowing us to use cognate data-abundant tasks to extract descriptors that can be used in data-poor tasks. Moreover, we show that by using a deep ensemble the model can robustly estimate its own uncertainty.
Our approach is inspired by breakthrough machine learning methods in chemistry that directly take a molecular graph as input and infer the optimal molecule-to-descriptor map from data [18, 19] . These methods significantly outperform handcrafted molecular descriptors [20] because the descriptors are systematically improvable with data. To our knowledge, our work is the first application of end-to-end representation learning to materials stoichiometry. In order to eschew the hand engineering required by current descriptor generation techniques, we represent each material's composition as a weighted dense graph. We can then carry out message passing on this graph to update the elemental representations such that they are contextually aware of the types and quantities of other elements present in the material. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of how the model does this. This formulation enables the model to directly pick up on physically relevant effects such as co-doping that would otherwise be obscured within the construction of hand-engineered materials descriptors.
For each element in the model's input domain, we start with an embedding vector that differentiates between different elements. In this work, we use embedding vectors derived from applying the Word2Vec algorithm to a corpus of scientific abstracts [21, 22] . We map these initial feature vectors onto a surrogate embedding by using a trainable weight matrix. The dimensionality of the surrogate embedding, d, determines the size of the hidden states for the message passing.
For each material, we then construct a dense graph where the vertices are labelled by both the elemental feature vector from the surrogate embedding and the fraction of the element in the material. The next stages use message-passing operations to update these elemental features, thereby propagating contextual information about the different elements present in the material throughout its graph. This process allows for material-specific representations for the elements in a given material to be learned automatically. Mathematically;
where h i is the feature vector for the i th element, ν i = {h α , h β , h γ , ...} is the set of elements that are the neighbours of h i , and U (h) t is the element update function. For this work, we use a weighted soft-attention mechanism for our update functions. In general, attention mechanisms are used to tell a model how im-portant different factors are for the given task. Softattention builds upon this concept by allowing the function that outputs the attention coefficients to be learnt directly from the data. The soft-attention mechanism is the crux behind many state-of-the-art sequence-tosequence models used in machine translation and language processing [23, 24] , recently it has also shown good results for graph-based problems [25, 26] . In this domain the attention mechanism allows us to capture important materials concepts e.g. that the properties and thus the representation of metallic atoms in a metal oxide should depend much more on the fact that oxygen is present than other metallic atoms being present.
The first stage of the attention mechanism is to compute unnormalised coefficients, e ij , across pairs of elements in the material.
where f (...) is a single hidden layer neural network, the j index runs over all the elements in ν i , and || is the concatenation operation. We then normalise these coefficients using a weighted softmax function where the weights, w j , are the fraction of the neighbouring element in the total material.
The elemental representations are then updated with new pair-dependent perturbations that are weighted by the soft-attention coefficients.
where g n (...) are again single hidden layer neural networks. We use multiple attention heads, indexed n, and average their outputs to regularise and stabilise the model resulting in improved performance. The number of attention heads, N , and the number of times the message passing operation is repeated, T , are hyperparameters of the model that must be set before training.
A fixed-length representation for each material is then determined via a similar weighted soft-attention based pooling operation that considers each element in a material in turn and decides, given its representation, how much attention to pay to its presence when constructing the material's representation. These material representations are then taken as the input to an output neural network that computes the model predictions such that the whole model is end-to-end differentiable.
In this work, we adopt the same architecture for all the problems investigated. We set the surrogate embedding dimension to 64, and have 3 message passing layers each with 3 attention heads. The networks f (...) and g(...) each have 256 hidden units and use LeakyReLU activation functions. The output network is a deep neural network with 5 hidden layers and ReLU activations. The number of hidden units in each layer is 1024, 512, 256, 256 and 128 respectively. Skip connections are added to the network to help tackle the vanishing gradient problem [27] . We note that it is likely that model performance could be improved beyond what is presented here by tuning the model architecture for specific tasks.
To train the model we use the AdamW optimiser and a cyclical learning rate schedule [28, 29] . The maximum learning rate is determined using a heuristic learning rate search where we pick a learning rate one order of magnitude smaller than the rate for which the training loss diverges in the learning rate search. A mini-batch size of 128 and weight decay parameter of 10 −6 were used for all the experiments 1 .
B. Uncertainty Estimation
A major strength of structure-free models is that they can be used to screen large data sets of combinatorially generated candidates. However, in such applications, it is necessary to attempt to quantify the uncertainty of the predictions. This is because most machine learning models are designed for interpolation tasks, thus predictions for materials that are out of the training distribution are often unreliable. During combinatorial screening we cannot assume that the distribution of new materials matches that of our training data given that we only have access to, at best, O(10 5 ) out of a plausible 10 100 possible material candidates.
In statistical modeling there are two sources of uncertainty that are necessary to consider. First, the aleatoric uncertainty, which is the variability due to the natural randomness of the process. Second, the epistemic uncertainty, which is the uncertainty in the model of a process. In general, we consider data of the form;
where x i are our feature vectors, y i their associated labels and ξ i is the measurement noise such that ξ i = 0, ξ 2 i = 0. The aleatoric uncertainty is related to our understanding of the stochastic process that determines ξ i . The epistemic uncertainty is related to the mismatch between posterior distribution of plausible model parameters, P (θ|x, y), and the model parameters of the data-generating distribution. This uncertainty arises due to having insufficient or sparse sampling of the underlying process.
To quantify the aleatoric uncertainty we consider a heteroskedastic problem formulation where the measurement noise depends on the position in the input space. We use the model to predict two outputs, the first of which we treat as the model prediction,ŷ i , and a second that we relate to the aleatoric contribution to its variance,σ 2 a,i [30] . The optimal values of both are estimated by assuming a Laplacian probability density with varianceσ 2 a,i for the measurement noise, ξ i , and minimising a loss function proportional to the negative log-likelihood:
As well as providing a theoretically justified estimate for the aleatoric uncertainty, this choice of loss function allows the model to a achieve lower average error by attenuating the importance of anomalous labels.
To get an estimate for the epistemic uncertainty we generate a set of M plausible sets of model parameters, {θ 1 , ...,θ M }, by training a deep ensemble of independent randomly-initialised models [31] . We use these to make Monte Carlo estimates for the expectation of the ensemble and the epistemic contribution to its variance,σ 2 e . When using an ensemble the total aleatoric contribution to the variance is simply the average of the aleatoric contributions of each model.
In this work we use M = 10. We opt to use a deep ensemble rather than a Bayesian method [32] [33] [34] as they have been shown to offer comparable performance whilst requiring fewer changes to the training procedure -here we are concerned about showing uncertainty estimation is possible and that it gives useful information rather than what is the best estimation methodology.
C. Baseline Model
A common workhorse for the application of machine learning to both cheminformatics and materials science is Random Forests plus fixed-length descriptors [35] [36] [37] [38] . Therefore, we benchmark our proposed model against this typical baseline.
Random Forests are a decision tree-based model that use an ensemble of multiple weak regressors known as trees. Each of the trees is constructed to find a series of decision boundaries that split the data to minimise the squared deviations between the samples and the sample mean in each branch or leaf of the tree. Predictions are made by averaging over the outputs of the different trees when applied to new data. To overcome issues of over-fitting common to decision tree methods, Random Forests use bagging and random subspace projection to reduce the correlation between the trees improving their generalisation performance.
For our baseline inputs we use 'Magpie' to produce a fixed-length vector with 145 features for each of the materials in our data sets [15] . This feature set is highly engineered to include as much prior scientific knowledge about the elements, stoichiometry and electronic properties as possible. To our knowledge Magpie represents the state-of-the-art for the generation of descriptors for bulk inorganic materials without access to crystal structures.
D. Data Sets
For this work, we consider a selection of physical data sets spanning different materials properties, collection methodologies, and data set sizes. The Open Quantum Materials Database (OQMD) data set contains the average formation enthalpy per atom for approximately 257,000 materials calculated via density functional theory [1] . The Materials Project (MP) data set contains the band gaps for approximately 44,000 nonmetals present in the Materials Project catalogue [2] . When curating this data set, we take only the lowest energy polymorph for each material. The SuperCon (SC) data set contains the compositions and critical temperatures (T c ) of non-elemental superconductors with critical temperatures observed to be greater than 1K. The data set contains approximately 11,500 materials covering Cuprate, Iron-based, and conventional BCS classes of superconductors. Finally, we consider a much smaller data set consisting of nearly 4,000 non-metals for which the band gap has been measured experimen- tally (EX) [39] . To ensure that the MP and EX data sets are independent, such that we can investigate the application of transfer learning, we remove materials from the MP data set that are also found in the EX data set. The summary statistics for the four data sets considered are shown in Table I . Table II shows that our model outperforms the baseline in all four problems in terms of the coefficients of determination (R 2 ), mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE). From the R 2 for the four data sets, we can order them in terms of the difficulty of the regression task giving (from easiest to hardest) OQMD < SC < EX < MP (Fig. 3) .
III. RESULTS

A. Predictive Performance
Next we examine the performance of our model as a function of the amount of training data. From statistical learning theory, one can show that the average error for a model approximately follows an inverse power law relationship with the amount of training data in the large data limit [7, 40] . As such, on a log-log plot, the gradient of a learning curve measures the learning ability of the model. Figure 2 shows that, as well as outperforming the baseline when trained on the entire training set, our model learns more quickly consistently having a steeper gradient. On the OQMD data set we also compare against ElemNet, an alternative neural network based model that takes in a fixed-length vector input [16] . Whilst the two models learn at a similar rate, our end-to-end approach allows the model to capture more of the underlying physics with much less data.
For the OQMD and SC data sets our model outperforms the baseline model across the entire range. However, on the problem of predicting the band gap for the MP data set, the most difficult of the tasks being tested, the baseline outperforms the proposed model in the low data limit. A potential explanation for this is that the Magpie descriptor set already encodes some relevant physical understanding whilst our model needs to learn the relevant physics from scratch. However, the ability of our model to improve its own representation as more training points are included quickly results in it overtaking the baseline.
B. Uncertainty Quantification
Whilst Fig. 3 shows that points with larger errors tend to be more uncertain we can probe this behaviour further by asking how the average model accuracy changes when the most uncertain predictions are removed (Fig. 4) . The resulting error-confidence curve is monotonically decreasing showing that our model produces reliable uncertainty estimates -higher confidence predictions are more likely to be accurate.
Separating out the two contributions to the uncertainty, we observe that epistemic uncertainty tends to be important for small data sets (EX), whereas Table II . The table shows the coefficient of determination (R 2 ), mean absolute error (MAE), and root mean squared error (RMSE) on the test set for the baseline and proposed models. For both the OQMD and EX regression tasks our model achieves lower error than the methods presented in the original literature (see Table I ). aleatoric uncertainty tends to be important for larger data sets (OQMD). Typically, the epistemic uncertainty is more significant when the training data sparsely covers the input space therefore requiring the model to extrapolate outside its training domain when making predictions. However, as a priori it is unknown whether the epistemic or aleatoric contributions will be more significant for a given data set a full framework combining both aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty is needed to reliably estimate the uncertainty. A quantitative assessment of the quality of our uncertainty estimates is the rank correlation between the absolute error and the predictive uncertainty. This is shown in Table III . The results loosely follow the trend in the quality of the regression model (Table II) but for the ordering between MP and EX.
C. Transfer learning
One of the major advantages of representation learning is that inferred descriptors can be transferred to cognate problems where less data is available. Returning to the task of predicting the experimental band gaps for materials in the EX data set we demonstrate this via fine-tuning a new ensemble from our MP ensemble (trained to predict the band gaps calculated via ab initio methods). This is done by initialising each network in a new ensemble with the weights from networks in the MP ensemble before training normally. By construction the MP and EX data sets are curated such they do not overlap, this ensures any changes in performance observed are robust results and not artefacts of the experimental design. Table IV shows that by transferring the representation learnt from training on the MP data -a larger data set -we obtain a more accurate model for the EX data set than from directly training on the EX data set. As it is typically much cheaper to obtain computational predictions than it is to measure properties experimentally transfer learning provides a mechanism for us to systematically improve the performance of our model with a lower data acquisition cost.
We note that before fine-tuning the model trained on the MP data set performs very badly on the EX data set, mirroring the discrepancies typically observed between experimentally measured band gaps and those calculated via ab initio methods [41] . Given this, we can interpret the fine-tuning stage of the modeling process as allowing the models to learn corrective perturbations to the representation from the ab initio models used to initialise them. As such, pre-training models on computational data can be seen as a powerful mechanism for biasing them to include known physics on tasks that are experimentally data constrained.
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a novel and physically motivated machine learning framework for tackling the problem of predicting materials properties without crystal structures. Our key methodological insight is to represent the compositions of materials as dense weighted graphs. Unlike previous approaches, this allows for end-to-end representation learning directly from the stoichiometric formulae and eliminates the dependence on using handengineered descriptors. We benchmark our methodology against a baseline model that uses a state-of-theart materials descriptor and show that it outperforms the baseline on a wide range of data sets. Learning curves for both our model and the baseline show that our model has a faster learning rate, improving more quickly when exposed to new training data.
Through modeling both the uncertainty in the phys-ical process and in our own modeling processes our model produces well-behaved estimates of its own uncertainty. We demonstrate this by showing that as we restrict the confidence percentile under consideration we observe monotonic decreases in the average error from the model. Such behaviour is important if we wish to use our model to drive an activate learning cycle [42] . We show that the representations learnt by the model are transferable, enabling us to improve model performance on experimental data by leveraging the results of high-throughput simulations. The transferability of the models learnt representations coupled with its high learning rate when exposed to more data suggests that unsupervised and semi-supervised learning might be beneficial approaches for further improving model performance in data constrained tasks [43] .
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